Introduction
This collection's foundational chapter revisited the vexed historical rationales for the grant of copyright. That uneasy juxtaposition of instrumentalist and naturalist motivations is perhaps most evident during debates about the duration of those rights. If we granted copyrights purely on instrumentalist grounds, we would grant the minimum we determined necessary to incentivise a socially optimal amount of creation. If we were driven exclusively by naturalist considerations, those rights would be perpetual.
2 Instead, we are motivated by a combination of these desires. We want to incentivise creation of cultural and informational works in order to spread 1 Faculty of Law, Monash University. A Research Accelerator Grant from Monash University substantially supported the development of this work (and the project) over 2013-2014. I am also grateful to the Centre d'Études Internationales de la Propriété Intellectuelle at the Université de Strasbourg which hosted our project workshop in 2014, and to each of the project participants for the valuable suggestions and feedback they provided during that process. Some of this work was completed while I was in residence as a Senior Visiting Scholar at Berkeley Law School. Thanks also to Professor Jane C Ginsburg, who rigorously critiqued an earlier version of this paper. 2 Indeed, perpetual copyright was 'nearly adopted as the ideal standard' in the preliminary negotiations to the original iteration of the Berne Convention. Sam Ricketson, 'The Copyright Term ' (1992) knowledge and culture, and we want to recognise the personality and labour authors pour into their works and reward them for those endeavours (or at least ensure that the fruits of their labours aren't reaped by those who had nothing to do with the sowing). As this chapter will show however, current approaches to copyright termswhich international treaties lock us into indefinitely -are demonstrably counterproductive to both aims.
In 1906, author Samuel Clemens (known better as Mark Twain) testified to Congress in favour of extending copyright terms from the existing period of 42 years to a term of the author's life plus 50. His claim was based not on the value of those books, but their lack of value: he argued that the commercial value of almost every book is extracted after its first few years, and doubted there were 20 Americans per century whose works were worth publishing beyond the existing copyright term. When copyrights expire, he argued, those few valuable books continue to be published, and the valueless continue not to be; the only difference is that the profits are diverted to publishers instead of authors or their heirs. In those circumstances Clemens argued there was no downside to giving lengthy copyrights to every work. That would enable authors to reap the benefits of those few that proved to be of lasting value, and the rest would be lost to obscurity regardless. 3 This idea that there's no downside in granting ever-longer terms may help explain the prodigious term extensions world legislatures have so casually locked us into over the last few generations. But while Clemens' reasoning may have been sound a century ago, when high costs of production and dissemination made investment in obscure or unpopular works unfeasible, it no longer holds good. This paper demonstrates that current inordinate terms of protection are poorly justified by any of the dominant rationales trotted out in support of them, and result in real harms for authors and the broader public. It then shows how, if unconstrained by international treaty obligations and existing ways of doing things, we might retain incentives for creation, direct a bigger share to creators, and increase the social benefits that flow from access to cultural and informational works. 
Justifications for current terms Current approaches to duration
Since copyright's inception, terms have ratcheted steadily upwards. In 1710, the Statute of Anne awarded rights for 14 years, reverting to authors for 14 more if they were still living after the initial term. 4 Within a century, France had granted post-mortem rights ('pma' for post mortem auctoris) for up to 10 years after the death of the author.
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Those pma rights crept steadily upwards, with the Berlin Act of the Berne Convention recommending minimum terms of life plus 50 in 1908, and the Brussels Revision making them mandatory 40 years after that. 6 Then in 1965 Germany unexpectedly (and with remarkably little debate) increased terms to 70 years pma. 7 When the European Union harmonised copyright law in the 1993 Directive, all member states became obliged to match the German term, which was then the longest in Europe. 8 In 1998, the US increased its durations to match the Europeans and, since then, has enthusiastically exported those extended terms still further through bi-and plurilateral trade agreements. 9 The combined result of these various international instruments is that most countries now protect works for life plus 50 or 70 years; terms for other subject matter such as films and sound recordings have increased in parallel, and now commonly endure for 50, 70 or even 95 years. 10 These terms are typically awarded as a 'lump sum' at the time of creation, and few jurisdictions seek to protect authors' interests by limiting the alienability of those rights. 11 We might expect that, before locking in such lengthy minimums via difficult-to-alter international instruments, policymakers would have given careful consideration to whether these constantly expanded terms would achieve their intended outcomes. That didn't happen. As Ricketson has chronicled, the development of international norms governing duration has been 'notable for an almost complete absence of debate of the policy and theoretical issues involved'.
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To fill the gap, this chapter evaluates the justifiability of existing copyright terms. As explored within the foundational chapter, the aims of copyright are many, varied and subject to fierce dispute. In the duration context however, we can identify four that are dominantly used to justify existing terms:
1. To incentivise initial cultural production; 2. To incentivise further cultural production by producing rewards that will subsidise investment in new works; 3. To incentivise ongoing investment in existing works (i.e. to ensure their preservation and continued availability); and 4. To recognise and reward authors for their creative contributions. Do these rationales, in combination, justify existing mandated minimum terms?
Justification #1: That current approaches to duration are necessary to incentivise sufficient initial cultural production Incentivising its initial creation is one obvious reason for granting monopoly rights over the fruits of creative endeavour. As the foundational chapter explained, this rationale motivates not only policymakers from instrumentalist traditions, but traditionally naturalist ones as well. 13 The idea that monopoly rights are necessary to incentivise cultural production is at the core of the traditional economics approach to copyright.
14 The expensive part of an informational 'good' is its initial creation; once created, it has characteristics of a public good, being non-rivalrous in consumption and minimally excludable. 15 Economic incentive theory posits that, if a right holder has no right to impose monopoly rents, free-riding competitors driving the price to marginal cost would heighten their risk of being unable to recover their costs of initial creation. 16 If competitors could simply come along and produce the same content without having to compensate authors, the original producer would be undercut. This suggests that some grant of monopoly rights is necessary to encourage the desired cultural production. (Of course, this is obviously not always the case, a point I'll return to later.)
Significantly, existing minimum terms go far beyond incentive levels. To understand how far, it is necessary to consider two key concepts: the 'time value of money', and cultural depreciation. The time value of money recognises that, the further away in time a benefit will be received, the less it is currently worth. A dollar received today is worth a little bit more than a dollar received tomorrow, and a lot more than a dollar received a hundred years down the track. This means that, in determining the present value of future earnings, we need to discount them with reference to the applicable interest rate. In a brief to the US Supreme Court ('the Eldred Brief') a group of prominent economists, including five Nobel laureates, conducted some simple modelling to demonstrate how the time value of money affects incentives for creation. Assuming a real interest rate (net of inflation) of 7 per cent, they showed that a dollar today is worth $0.93 if received in a year, just $0.0045 in 80 years and a mere $0.0012 in 100. 17 Works today are commonly covered by copyright for a hundred years or more. But given the time value of money, at the time of creation the value of those later years of protection is infinitesimal. Indeed, this model shows that the total present value of royalties received in the 80th to 100th years of protection is just 0.33 per cent more than the combined royalties for the first to 80th years. 18 In other words, even if a work will still be generating a consistent stream of royalties in a century (an assumption I'll return to shortly), the dollars that will be obtained in those later years are still worth virtually nothing at the time of creation. 19 Of course, as the time of copyright expiry draws near, the present value of term extension becomes much higher. But in considering the scope of rights necessary to incentivise initial production and investment, it is the value of those rights at the time of a work's creation that is relevant.
So the first important point is that the time value of money reduces incentives over time even if a work is still generating a consistent stream of royalties. The second point to understand is that very few works actually do so. 'Cultural depreciation' refers to works' loss of market value over time. Cultural depreciation rates are important in determining the necessary incentives because, as the empirical evidence shows, the vast majority of a work's commercial value is generally extracted shortly after creation. 20 In most music genres, for example, revenues are typically a tiny fraction of their starting point within half-a-dozen years of release; in the case of books, the number of copies sold tends to drop sharply within a year. 21 This isn't the case for every work, of course, or even every sub-class. Classical music compositions are likely to have more enduring appeal than this week's 'Top 40' hits, for example, and beloved novels such as Pride and Prejudice or To Kill a Mockingbird appreciate in the decades after their release rather than the other way around. As a rule however, most works have limited commercial lifespans. This can be illustrated by historical copyright renewal rates. Before 1976, US law granted a relatively short fixed term which could be renewed for a further period upon payment of a nominal fee. 22 Prior to the introduction of automatic renewals in 1992, renewal rates ranged from 3 per cent in 1914 to 22 per cent in 1991, suggesting that even after a relatively short period, the vast majority of works had virtually no value to the owners of the rights.
23 Those data also demonstrate that cultural depreciation rates differ across classes: far more films and music had their copyrights renewed, for example, than did technical documents, suggesting their value tends to be more enduring. 24 But still, the commercial value of almost all works depreciates over time.
On the basis of the time value of money alone, Landes and Posner observe that the prospect of income that will be received 25 years in the future will have little impact on present decisions, and that the potential for royalties in a century's time would do nothing to incentivise most authors. 25 Pollock has developed a more comprehensive model factoring in not just the time value of money, but rates of cultural depreciation, the mathematical supply function for creative works, and the welfare associated with new works. 26 Assuming a discount rate of 6 per cent and cultural depreciation of 5 per cent, his model estimates optimal copyright terms to be around 15 years. 27 These economic models (and the dearth of empirical evidence to show that recent term extensions have resulted in an increase in cultural production) 28 strongly suggest that existing minimum terms far exceed what can be justified as necessary to incentivise the initial production of works.
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Since current terms go beyond what is necessary to incentivise initial cultural production, they are justifiable only to the extent to which they satisfy other goals. What does the evidence have to say about that?
Justification #2: That current approaches to duration are necessary to incentivise new cultural production by subsidising investment in other works Above-incentive terms impose additional costs on the creation of some new works by making it more expensive for subsequent authors to build upon them. 30 But do they also result in greater investment in the creation and distribution of other cultural works? Longer terms are sometimes justified by claims that the windfall rewards resulting from above-inventive copyrights subsidise investment in new works, thus bringing about more new creation overall. The idea is that a right 27 Pollock, above n 26, 21. Boldrin and Levine have also developed an economic model based on the idea that, as the elasticity of total monopoly revenue increases, the scope of copyright should decline with the size of the market, and reached the conclusion that optimal terms are likely seven years or less. holder reaping profits from some successful works is more likely to reinvest them in unproven ones. If that's so, it might offset the negative impacts current terms have on future creativity.
To establish the net benefit of such reinvestment, it's necessary to distinguish between investments that would not have been made without those windfall profits, and those that would have gone ahead regardless. If the investment would have proceeded anyway, it cannot be attributed to the above-incentive grant of rights. In the Eldred Brief, those laureate economists also explained the circumstances in which rational producers might be expected to invest in new projects:
In general, a profit-maximising producer should fund the set of projects that have an expected return equal to or greater than their cost of capital. If a producer lacks the cash on hand to fund a profitable project, the producer can secure additional funding from financial institutions or investors. If the producer has resources remaining, after funding all the projects whose expected returns are higher than the cost of capital, this remainder should be invested elsewhere, not in sub-par projects that happen to be available to the firm.
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That is, rational producers will only fund projects which they expect to be profitable, and in those cases will do so as long as the expected return exceeds the cost of capital -regardless of whether that money comes from cash at hand or other sources. This suggests that a great deal of the investment paid for by above-incentive rewards would occur even in their absence. 'If a producer pursues the same set of projects in any event, then its incentives will not be improved from the mere fact of a windfall from consumers.'
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The analysis changes, however, where a producer has no access to capital markets. Consider the individual artist or small publisher who is unable to obtain a loan or other source of funding. In such cases the profits generated from older projects may well be the only source of funding for new ones, and thus indeed lead to investment in creations which would not otherwise have occurred. 33 Overall, this analysis suggests that the grant of additional incentives translates poorly into new productions that would not otherwise have been funded. In many cases the 'reinvestment' will result in works which would have been produced in any event. There is little justification for making blanket awards of above-incentive terms in the mere hope the resulting windfall will be reinvested in new creation.
Justification #3: That current approaches to duration are necessary to incentivise copyright owners to continue to invest in existing works
Another key rationale for terms that exceed what's necessary to incentivise initial production is that they are necessary to incentivise copyright owners to continue to invest in existing works. This justification was relied upon heavily by supporters of the retroactive 20 year term extension enacted in the US in 1998. 34 One of the most explicit references came from the then Register of Copyrights, Marybeth Peters, who testified to Congress that a 'lack of copyright protection … restrains dissemination of the work, since publishers and other users cannot risk investing in the work unless assured of exclusive rights'. 35 This reasoning suggests that, although the public has paid to incentivise the creation of the work, it must keep paying and paying again to persuade the right holder to continue to make it available.
In evaluating this justification it is necessary to consider two distinct kinds of investment: investments in continuing to make the original work available, and investment in works deriving from the originalsuch as audiobooks, films or plays from a novel. 
Are existing terms necessary to incentivise copyright owners to continue to make original works available?
This argument assumes that nobody will invest in making existing works available if they have to compete with others providing the same content. The best empirical evidence in support of this claim is a study into the effects of US copyright law pre-1920, when it did not recognise copyright in foreign books. The study found evidence that publishers were hesitant to risk the heavy financial investments associated with typesetting and printing unless they had some guarantee of exclusivity.
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By contrast, a number of more recent and extensive empirical studies have found that works restricted by copyright are actually subject to less investment and narrower dissemination than their counterparts in the public domain. For example, research conducted in 2005 on behalf of the National Recording Preservation Board at the Library of Congress examined the exploitation of sound recordings created in the first 75 years of that medium's availability. Under US law, sound recordings pre-dating 1972 can be protected by a patchwork of state and common law until 2067, with the consequence 'that there are almost no pre-1972 US sound recordings in the public domain across the United States.' 37 One of the key rationales for granting that lengthy term was to give owners an incentive to invest in making those older recordings available to the public. 38 In a number of other jurisdictions however, those recordings have fallen into the public domain. This gives rise to a natural experiment: if it is true that works will be underexploited in the absence of copyright, those older recordings should have been made more available by their owners, who are not only likely to have the best access to master copies, but greater incentives to produce them thanks to their ongoing monopoly rights. However, the study found that, on average, just 14 per cent of sound recordings published between 1890 and 1964 had been re-released by right holders on compact disc. Non-right holders re-released 22 per cent of those recordings without the benefit of any monopoly rights -over 50 per cent more than those that did. 39 Similar findings were reached in Heald's major study into the impact of copyright protection on the price and availability of books over time. Once again, US law provided ideal conditions for the experiment: books published between 1913 and 1932 had fallen progressively into the public domain from 1988 until 1997, but then a 20-year retroactive term extension ensured that books published from 1923 to 1932 would continue to be restricted by copyright until at least 2018. If the under-investment theory were correct, the data should show that the works in the public domain were being neglected by comparison to the works that were still subject to copyright. But once again the opposite proved true. Between 1988 and 2001, the public domain books were in print at the same rate as copyrighted books, and after 2001 they became available at a rate which was 'significantly higher'. 40 By 2006, 98 per cent of the public domain sample was in print, compared to just 74 per cent of the copyrighted works. 41 Public domain books also averaged significantly more editions -6.3 compared to 3.2 -and were available to the public at significantly lower cost. 42 Only a small part of this discrepancy is explainable by the lower costs of digital distribution: there were still 5.2 editions of public domain titles available when ebook editions were excluded. 43 Heald hypothesised that under-exploitation of works in the absence of copyright protection was likely only to be a problem where the costs of reproduction and distribution are high. 44 There is less risk of 'ruinous competition' in the case of works that are easily and cheaply reproducible. In the digital world, this includes not only books, but also movies, music, photographs, software, music and more. In a separate, subsequent study, Heald discovered that copyright seems to actually have a negative, rather than positive, impact on the availability of books. Using a random sample of 2,266 new editions of books available for sale on Amazon, and controlling for factors such as duplicates and multiple editions of the same title, the availability of copyrighted works was found to drop sharply shortly after release, before increasing dramatically upon entry to the public domain. 45 When the figures are adjusted for the number of total books published in each decade, the trend became starker still. 46 The lack of availability of print copies is not being filled by the ebook market either: though 94 per cent of public domain 'bestsellers' were available in electronic formats, the same was true of just 27 per cent of copyrighted books. 47 The orphan works problem further illustrates how poor a job the blanket grant of long terms does of encouraging the continued availability of existing works. Countless millions of works are sterilised (in that their DNA cannot become part of future creation) or lost altogether because their owners cannot be traced. 48 Very often, this is caused by works having commercial life spans shorter than their terms of protection. 49 The range of orphaned works in cultural collections is enormous, 'spanning published books, commercial photographs, journals, newspapers, television shows, films, sound recordings, plays and music compositions, as well as email messages, home videos, private letters, community pamphlets, postcards, government publications and other non-commercial ephemera.' 50 Some 90 per cent of the photographs held by UK museums are orphans, as are about 13 per cent of in-copyright books; 51 some EU archives 53 The phenomenon is by no means limited to old works. A recent project to preserve New Zealand's early video game heritage, for example, was unable to track down the owners of key pieces of software coded in the 1980s. 54 There are people who wish to invest in preserving and disseminating these works; preventing them from so doing imposes all cost and no benefit on society. Even where adequate library exceptions exist, libraries have limited preservation resources. By the time such works finally enter the public domain, perhaps more than a century from now, many of them will be irretrievable from physically deteriorated and technologically obsolete containers.
Many other works are not technically orphans but are lost to society nonetheless because of what might be described as 'parental neglect'. Copyrighted works are often so little valued that their owners don't bother investing in making them available, despite having monopoly rights to do so. Unlike in Twain's day, when high costs of production and dissemination meant that less popular works simply could not be kept available, many of these works could be rapidly and cheaply made available online for others to learn from and build on. Under current arrangements though, they are lost to society because their copyrights last longer than the owner's interest in them.
The available evidence suggests that current terms do little to entice copyright owners to make their works available on an ongoing basis. In fact, the empirical evidence suggests they may have a negative impact on availability by making it more difficult for others to do so. A blanket grant of long terms in the mere hope they will lead to greater availability is poor policy. If we really are motivated to grant exclusive rights in exchange for continuing availability, those should go to those who do invest in those works, not those who could but don't. 
Are existing terms justified as necessary to incentivise investment in derivative works?
This one is easy, and can be answered by taking a quick look around our environment -derivatives of public domain works are everywhere. There have been countless reimaginings of Alice in Wonderland, for example, since it entered the public domain, including films, TV shows, illustrated and annotated editions, comic books, drawings, sculptures, and paintings. (Do an online image search for ' Alice in Wonderland art' to get an idea of the breadth of the inspiration drawn from that work.) Several of the film versions were made by Disney, a firm which famously built its empire on the retelling of stories from the public domain. Indeed, Walt Disney was so dedicated to using public domain works that he reputedly delayed making the first Alice film until he was completely sure the rights had lapsed. 55 Disney has released dozens of major works based on public domain stories, including, notably, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (its first feature length animated film), Kipling's The Jungle Book (released just a year after the story's copyright expired), and recent hits Frozen and Maleficent (reimaginings of classic fairy tales by Hans Christian Andersen and the Brothers Grimm). 56 Kipling himself drew extensively on other works in creating his story, and was drawn upon in turn by others (such as Edgar Rice Burroughs in writing Tarzan of the Apes).
57 These anecdotal observations are confirmed by empirical work, finding, for example, that public domain works are exploited more than their copyrighted brethren in the case of audiobook recordings.
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The current explosion of creativity exploring the Sherlock Holmes universe further demonstrates enormous willingness to invest in creating derivative works from material in the public domain, even where that means competing with others who are doing the same. The grant of exclusive rights in these derivative works is more than ample to encourage their production. The grant of above-incentive rights in the original cannot be justified as necessary to achieve it.
Justification #4: That current approaches to duration are necessary to recognise and reward creators This final justification is one of the most important (and perhaps the least understood).
As the opening chapter demonstrated, we are not only motivated by a desire to incentivise creation; we also want to reward creators with a bigger share of the social surplus of their creations in recognition of their contributions of personality and labour. 59 Such motivations explain why even historically utilitarian copyright traditions often incorporate features such as moral rights, reversion, artists' resale and performers' rights. 60 In Ricketson's words, 'There is a strong moral argument … that as authors confer benefits on society through their creative activity -the provision of learning, instruction and entertainment -this contribution should be duly rewarded.'
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Recognising and rewarding authors is fundamental to the function and legitimacy of any copyright system. Thus, even if creators would be willing to create works for relatively small incentives (or none at all), that does not mean that's where the grant of rights should end.
The power and importance of rewards rationales can be seen in how persistently authors' interests have been used to justify broader and longer terms of protection. For example, rhetoric accompanying the 1998 US term extension focused on the desirability of '[a]uthors [being] able to pass along to their children and grandchildren the financial benefits of their works'. 62 The theme echoes Clemens' entreaty to Congress of a century before. Such arguments are highly effective because they appeal to our inclinations to reward authors for their creative contributions. In practice however, relatively few of copyright's rewards find their way to those creators. Indeed, such a huge proportion of the benefits of increased protection are captured by other cogs in the cultural production machine that authors are sometimes viewed as a mere 'stalking horse' masking the economic interests of others. 63 In the case of the US term extension for example, the beneficiary of the unbargained-for windfall from the US term extension was the right holder at the time it was granted; very little of it accrued to the original author or their family if it had previously been transferred. 64 Teasing out the reasons for creators' poor economic outcomes requires revisiting that key tenet of economic incentive theory -that works will be created only if the fixed costs of production can be recovered, which is why we need to grant exclusive rights in the first place. This section canvasses the reasons why that rule does not always hold good in the context of creative labour, and how those realities might contribute to poor outcomes for creators.
As hinted at above, there are a great many intrinsic and extrinsic motivations for engaging in creative activities other than securing exclusive rights. Creative production might be triggered by external subsidies or prizes, assignments set by teachers, for the prestige associated with doing so, or because the creator is driven to do so by a problem she needs to solve, a story she needs to tell. Tushnet has written about the ways in which 'the desire to create can be excessive, beyond rationality, and free from the need for economic incentive'. 65 When authors explain why they write, they 'invoke notions of compulsion, overflowing desire, and other excesses' far more commonly than the urge to make money. 66 In many cases, those reasons 'are not the products of conscious choice or rational weighing of utilities'. 67 This is not to say that a desire to make a living is not also a powerful motivator, 68 but it does help explain why a great deal of creation occurs independently of economic motivations (or, at least, would occur even if those fixed costs of production could not be recovered).
Non-economic motivations may have translated poorly to outputs when high costs of production and dissemination meant the production of cultural works (inevitably) required significant financial investment. Today, however, many cultural artefacts can be made and disseminated for unprecedentedly little outlay, and there is evidence of widespread cultural production occurring independently of copyright's incentives. 69 Millions of individuals contribute product reviews, Wikipedia edits, and internet movie database entries without any expectation of financial reward. Others supply an extraordinary amount of original music and video to online platforms (Soundcloud has over 40 million registered contributors), produce free and open source software, dedicate their photographs to the public domain, and record audio versions of public domain novels to share online. As Boyle muses, that there seems to be some 'innate human love of creation that continually drives us to create new things even when homo economicus would be at home in bed, mumbling about public goods problems '. 70 There are other reasons too why creators may be inclined to create for smaller economic incentives than we would anticipate from rational economic actors. For one thing, creative labour can be more satisfying and enjoyable than other forms of work, and that can lead to individuals being willing to supply it at lower wages than they would otherwise work for. 71 That's why the Screen Actors' Guild has to prohibit members from taking work that doesn't comply with union minimums. As Johnson explains, 'the only way actors can overcome the temptation to work for below scale is to enter into a group pledge to punish one another for doing so'.
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The desirability of artistic work is further highlighted by the fact that, though salaries in creative industries tend to be relatively low, there is nonetheless a considerable oversupply of artistic labour (defined as individuals wishful of engaging in arts work but who are un-or under-employed).
73 Some creative production may also be explained as a consequence of over-optimism, with individuals overestimating their chances of emulating those who enjoy high-profile success.
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Creators' keenness to practice their crafts can lead them to accept lower prices for their works than they would if motivated exclusively by their economic interests. 75 As Towse explains, '[f]irms in the creative industries are able to "free-ride" on the willingness of artists to create and the structure of artists' labour markets, characterised by short term working practices and oversupply, mak[ing] it hard for artists to appropriate rewards'. 76 It also tends to put creators in relatively poor bargaining positions in their dealings with investors and intermediaries, which can lead them to transfer a great deal of the rewards of their creative labours to others.
77 Rational firms don't limit themselves to securing the minimum they need to justify their investment -they take everything they can get. For example, since at least 1919, the standard language in contracts between US music publishers and songwriters has commonly required the benefit of any and all future term extensions to vest in the intermediary. 78 Even influential and famous composers have sometimes been forced by their publishers into sharing authorship credit and royalties. 79 And Hollywood contracts often require artists to sign over their rights not just within the realm of planet earth, but throughout the universe at large. 80 Thus, if a lucrative extraterrestrial market emerges, the bulk of its benefits will automatically be channelled away from creators. In the music industry, the 'vast majority' of musicians make little from their copyrights and performers rights, with the lion's share going instead to intermediaries and a small minority of stars in more powerful bargaining positions.
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Given these realities, current terms are a poor tool for benefiting creators. The Gowers report observed that, '[i]f the purpose of extension is to increase revenue to artists, given the low number of recordings still making money 50 years after release, it seems that a more sensible starting point would be to review the contractual arrangements for the percentages artists receive'. 82 Ricketson has also suggested that reform may better focus on formulating 'appropriate safeguards for the licensing and assignment of their rights'.
83 Some countries already have statutory limits to protect authors against toobroad transfers. 84 In many jurisdictions however, creators often have little choice than to assign their economic interests in their works as a condition of investment or distribution. 85 Given that current arrangements see so much of the benefit of above-incentive rewards diverted to intermediaries and investors, they are poorly justified as being for the benefit of creators. 
Reconceptualisation
The above analysis shows that the public is getting a poor return on its generous grant of above-incentive rights. Current terms are neither optimised to maximise continued investment in existing works nor to recognise and reward creators, and they cause knowledge and culture to languish underused, or even vanish altogether. If we were starting from scratch, unconstrained by international treaty obligations, existing business models and questions of political feasibility, how might we rethink our approact to duration -and do a better job?
Before getting to that question, it's necessary to make explicita better job of what? What are my assumptions about what copyright policies should seek to achieve? There are tremendous possibilities for economic and social gains if we were to be more creative and explicit about copyright's aims. However, this chapter's rethinking is based on the assumption that we primarily wish to achieve the same aims that were identified above as justifying current duration policy. This is intended to enable a direct comparison of how much more effective copyright policy could be if it were freed from current proscriptions. Thus, I assume that we're primarily motivated to:
1. incentivise initial cultural production; 2. incentivise further cultural production by producing rewards that will subsidise investment in new works; 3. incentivise ongoing investment in existing works (i.e., to ensure their preservation and continued availability); and 4. recognise and reward authors for their creative contributions.
So what might an alternative look like?
The foundational chapter set out a number of conceptual frameworks that might assist in determining where the public interest lies, including with reference to all individuals' interests, the preponderance of those interests, or moral validity (assuming of course that moral validity is capable of determination). Here I adopt the framework of Ho's 'representative individual', which usefully frees the mind from self-interest and vested interests, while desirably encouraging consideration of all aspects of the cultural production and access equation. The question then, is this: how would a person who had an equal chance of being anyone in society design duration policy to help achieve these aims? 87 My starting point is to recognise that the twin desires of incentivising and rewarding creation need to be satisfied in different ways. Incentivising the creation of cultural and informational works may be achieved by granting just enough monopoly rights to give creators and investors a reasonable prospect of recouping their capital and some sufficient return on their investments. The grant of incentive-level rights is justified on the grounds that they are necessary for those works to be created. Rewarding creation requires securing to authors an additional share of the value of their creations above and beyond the incentive price. Here, the justification is that, even if they did not need it to create those works, they deserve it for having done so.
Having said that, even reward rationales don't justify granting creators the whole value arising from their creations. Even in the current paradigm some parts of all works are always reserved to the public, including the ideas within them, de minimis or non-substantial takings, and tolerated or excepted uses. That's because society is not motivated to incentivise or reward creation as an end in and of itself. Instead, we incentivise initial cultural production and ongoing investment in existing works to encourage the dissemination of knowledge and culture, and we reward authors (at least in part) out of gratitude for the benefits that flow from that access. 88 Thus, some share of those benefits must be reserved to society as a whole. In considering where to divide the pie, the representative individual would be well advised to heed Lemley's warning that the full internalisation of a work's positive externalities may not only invite rent-seeking but could actually reduce them as well.
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The following sketch describes one possible way in which our representative individual might better achieve the four identified aims. It imagines a four-stage system of rights which would maintain incentives, increase rewards for creators, and simultaneously unlock 87 See Giblin and Weatherall, above n 13. a great deal of currently neglected value for the public. Since the very point of the exercise is unconstrained 'blue sky' thinking, it includes elements that would clearly be prohibited under Berne and other international instruments or simply politically unfeasible. The aim is to start the conversation about how we might do a better job if we were permitted to do so -and to raise awareness about what current treaty obligations force us to lose.
The incentive stage: A fixed initial term of exclusive rights
My reimagined approach begins with the grant of a fixed initial term of exclusive rights intended to incentivise initial production of the work ('incentive rights'). These would be calculated at the approximate value needed to incentivise the creation of the work plus any initial investments necessary to get it to the market. While it would be impractical to determine this on a case-by-case basis, we could broadly classify different classes of works with little difficulty. 90 Software, for example, would likely have a shorter term than films. Optimal figures would need to be approximated by economic modelling taking into account the complete contours of the law, particularly the scope of rights and exceptions. However, existing economic modelling suggests that, even for the most expensive works, it would be relatively short: given the time value of money and cultural depreciation, the potential to earn money from a work after the first 25 years would do little or nothing to persuade a rational investor to make the work in the first place. 91 For the sake of illustration, the following explanation proceeds on the assumption of a 25-year initial term for all types of works.
As under the current system, the initial grant of incentive rights would not be subject to any formalities. Consistent with the approach favoured by Gangjee in the succeeding chapter, this gives artists an opportunity to assess which works are most valuable and reduce their overall costs of registration. This is important given the incredible number of works that can be quickly generated using existing technologies: a photographer who takes tens of thousands of pictures 90 Ricketson, 'The Copyright Term', above n 2, 770-771. 91 See e.g. Landes and Posner, above n 20, 476 ('[T]he incremental incentive to create new works as a function of a longer term is likely to be very small (given discounting and depreciation) beyond a term of twenty-five years or so'). every year will need some time to establish the ones in which she has an ongoing personal or economic interest. It is also desirable to ensure individual artists are not disadvantaged relative to commercial producers. As Elkin-Koren has explained, authors may initially create without any profit motive, but still seek to share in the rewards in the event that their creations achieve popularity. 92 An upfront registration requirement may prevent them from doing so; it may also enable corporate players to co-opt the fruits of their labours. 93 As demonstrated by the use of the GPL (GNU General Public License) for open source software, copyright can be a useful tool for preventing corporations from free riding on unpaid creative labour.
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The reward stage: Rolling creator-rights After the initial fixed period, copyright in the work would expire. Then would commence a second stage of rights. Here the reward rationale comes into play, and the overall regime starts departing sharply from the status quo.
After the expiry of the initial incentive-value rights, creators would be entitled to assert their continuing interests over works by registering for a 'creator-right'. Creator-rights would give their owners slightly less comprehensive rights than the initial grant of rights. As noted above, even in the current paradigm some parts of all works are always in the public domain. When a work moves from the incentive stage to the reward stage, some additional uses could join that list. They might include enhanced rights to engage in non-commercial transformative uses and a broader range of unremunerated educational uses.
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Key national cultural institutions might gain greater rights to engage in preservation activities; given the cheapness and ubiquity of storage and transmission, systems might even require deposit of copies to guarantee future preservation and access. An increased range of uses might also be permitted-but-paid: 96 subject to compulsory licences that require payment of equitable remuneration. This could facilitate the creation of social welfare-enhancing initiatives such as digital public libraries. This could enable us to remunerate authors on a per-loan basis similar to some existing public lending right arrangements while simultaneously increasing access for the public. The use of such mechanisms could also help facilitate the emergence of new distribution platforms and make it easier for artists to find audiences. Compulsory-type licences could also help facilitate uses of works which had a great many creative contributors, as is often the case with films.
For uses falling outside the more expansive exceptions and compulsory licences, creators would be entitled to make fresh bargains with intermediaries and investors, and have veto rights over undesired uses. Thus in many cases the author would retain the right to exclude. This is not inconsistent with the broader 'access to culture' aims outlined above; it is simply part of the evolving balance between improving access to culture while recognising the creator's continuing interest in her works. Alongside this system of rights there would need to be an appropriately tailored moral rights regime existing independently of registration in order to protect artists' non-economic rights.
Careful thought would need to be given to drawing the boundaries of the scheme, and particularly to the kinds of creators who would be eligible for these rewards. Existing legal systems already draw that line in different places; such differences could no doubt be accommodated in this new system as well. Regardless of where the boundary falls however, creator-rights would vest only in those who made creative contributions. They would not benefit mere investors, and, vitally, they would not be transferable until shortly before the expiry of the previous term of rights. This arrangement would impose little in the way of fresh burdens -an artist receiving a creator-right could assign it in its entirety each term if she wished to do so -but it would position creators to reap more of the fruits of their labours. It would also open up new opportunities for investment by individuals or firms who believe they could do a better job of exploiting them than those who previously held the rights.
Unlike incentive rights, creator-rights would arise only upon registration. (In the current paradigm, of course, this would be prohibited under Berne.) That threshold requirement would make it simple for prospective users to determine whether works have entered the public domain and reduce the tracing costs involved in getting in touch with the creator to negotiate licences for those that have not. By requiring contact details to be kept up to date, orphan works could be virtually eliminated. Gangjee more deeply explores the potential of formalities to fix the deficiencies of current approaches, including those caused by too-long terms of protection, in the following chapter. By imposing a proactive obligation on authors to register their continuing interests in works, the system would dramatically reduce the losses of knowledge and culture that occur by granting lengthy blanket terms irrespective of whether the author or owner has any continuing interest in their work. While it may sometimes be difficult to identify who made what creative contribution, and apportion the rewards, those are the same difficulties we already confront in determining ownership. In any event, they could be significantly ameliorated by the development of policies, guidelines and precedents as the system became established. This is a system of rolling rights: after each period of rights draws to a close, a further registration would cause a new creator-right to vest afresh in the author. Granting creator-rights for a period equal to each full incentive-based term ensures there will be enough protection to encourage even the most lavish new investments. That leads to the question: how many renewals might there be? As explained above, though the rationale of rewarding and recognising creators dictates that they should receive a greater share of the rewards of their work, it does not justify infinite protection. Sooner or later the rights must expire for good -but when? It is easy to make the case the creator should be entitled to continuing rights over her lifetime, but less clear that it should be transferable to heirs after death. While the idea that copyright terms should allow authors to provide for their dependants has 'almost assumed the status of an article of faith', significant changes in social conditions since the 19th century reduce the power of the rationale, 97 as do systems which reserve for others the benefits ostensibly intended for descendants. 98 However, as outlined above, enabling authors to provide for their descendants has a powerful moral appeal. As long as protection is granted on an opt-in basis rather than as default, post-mortem protection would ensure fairness in outlying cases while causing little harm elsewhere. 99 Empirical evidence could be gathered to help determine when creator-rights should ultimately expire. It might be however that in the case of works involving a limited number of authors, creator-rights could be renewed for life plus a generation; larger ensemble works might last until the demise of the last registered creator. This would be unlikely to comply with the Berne minimum of author's life plus 50 years (and almost certainly be shorter than the life-plus-70 terms that trade agreements have locked in to an increasing number of domestic laws).
The transition stage: Between expiry and registration
Artists could be encouraged to preregister their works so they can be alerted when the initial expiry of rights draws near. However, even with strong awareness about how the system works, some creators would inevitably fail to register works: perhaps because they do not realise that they still hold value, or simply because they forget to do so. To avoid that, there could be a transition stage after the previous expiry of rights during which time creators would be permitted to retroactively register their continuing interests.
Use of works in the transitional stage should be encouraged by preserving those who engage in them from obligations to pay for past use. That's because they would have an important signalling function informing artists about continuing interest and value in their works. New industries would no doubt spring up to identify works which were proving to have continuing value in the period after the initial lapse of rights, and to assist creators in registering their continuing interests in works.
The transition stage would end upon registration (with the works then being protected by creators-rights) or lapse of time.
The public domain
The final stage is entry into the public domain. This could occur upon donation by the creator, after failure to register by the closure of the transition window, upon lapse of creator-rights (i.e. non-renewal) or at the point of ultimate expiry, where no further renewals are permitted. As noted above, appropriately tailored moral rights would be a necessary complement to protect authors' non-economic interests. Though thinking about their shape is outside the scope of this chapter, the need for them would be particularly important given that authors who chose not to register continuing interests might well outlive their economic rights.
Illustrations
The following case studies illustrate how the above-described system might work in practice:
1. A global digital public library obtains a blanket licence over all books of 25 years and older. Where their authors have registered for creator-rights, the library pays them equitable remuneration each time one of them is borrowed by a user until such time as they enter the public domain. 2. An author writes a book, and gains a 25-year copyright. Assume a film studio exclusively licenses the film adaptation rights, and makes the book into a film five years later. The film is protected for its own 25-year term. When the book reaches the end of the copyright period (20 years after the film is made), the author registers her interests and receives a creator-right in her book. That enables her to negotiate with others to make new derivative works including further film adaptations (or perhaps even reach a deal with the original studio not to agree to grant a licence elsewhere for the term of the creator-right). When the copyright on the film expires, the author of the book may register a creator-right over that as well, in recognition of her creative contribution to the work.
3. A number of 25-year-old computer games have fallen out of copyright and not been registered. Shortly after, a revival of interest in that era results in people beginning to convert those games to currently playable formats. An investor tracks down the original programmers and asks them to register their creator-rights and grant a licence to enable the investor to commercially exploit the works. Those who previously converted the games have no liability for doing so, but can no longer commercially exploit them. Some right holders cannot be traced; when they don't act within the registration window, their games officially enter the public domain. 4. A band records a song, and assigns the copyrights in music and lyrics to their record label. After the initial term of protection lapses, the band members register creator-rights. Anyone can continue to use the sound recording, subject to equitable remuneration being paid to the creators. A producer wants to put it in a movie soundtrack, negotiates a licence to do so, and the proceeds are shared among the creators. 5. A band records several albums but none of the creative contributors register for creator-rights. After the works enter the public domain, another musician samples some of their tracks and includes that material in her own release without requiring any licence to do so. 6. An artist produces various culturally important photographs, posters and political cartoons, and, when the copyrights expire, registers her creator-right over each of them. Non-profit cultural institutions are freely able to make copies for preservation purposes, but commercial users are obliged to negotiate a licence.
Benefits of this reimagined approach to duration
This reimagining of duration would have a number of benefits over the existing system.
First, it would secure to creators a larger slice of the pie, regardless of their relative lack of bargaining power or legal nous. This might include the session musicians who contribute instrumentals or vocals at live or recorded performances, typically in exchange for a flat-fee rather than a right to a royalty. 101 It could also benefit those who make creative contributions as part of large ensembles, giving some ongoing financial interest in their films (in contrast to the current system, which typically sees investors ending up with the bulk of the rights). 102 By better securing the rewards of copyright to creators themselves, this reimagined system would also enjoy greater legitimacy than existing approaches. For reasons explained by Weatherall later in this collection, that could in and of itself do a great deal to promote effective enforcement of rights. 103 Another crucial advantage of the proposed approach is that it would facilitate the emergence of new distribution platforms. This is important, because distribution, visibility and access to their outputs are vital to creators. As author Heidi Bond explains:
Distribution is an issue -it doesn't matter how many people have potential access to your book; if it's not in a distribution channel that is, in fact, accessed by people, it doesn't exist. Access to distribution channels -and the decreasing number of those channels -is a serious issue. Visibility is an issue. 104 Thus, the attractiveness of new distribution mechanisms depends on the size of the audience they reach. The 'network effect' is the value that one user of a network has to others. The more users there are, the more valuable the network becomes. The catch is that those users will come only if the service is offering the content they want. Accordingly, new distribution platforms often live or die depending on whether they can secure the rights to existing popular artists and material. In many fields, rights are highly concentrated among a handful of intermediaries. That gives those right holders considerable power to shape emerging new platforms in ways that align with their interests. Consider the example of online music streaming. It's extremely difficult to attract listeners to such a service without securing the rights to popular music, which makes it necessary for new providers to do deals with existing major labels. Not surprisingly, such deals end up being negotiated to suit the record companies, and not the artists (who typically neither control the rights nor have a spot at the negotiating table). Thus the majors took a stake in Spotify as a condition of access to their catalogues, and pay only a small fraction of the royalties they receive from the service to artists. 105 A recent industry study found that the after-tax payments of French music subscription services were split 73 per cent to major labels, 16 per cent to writers and publishers, and just 11 per cent to performing artists. 106 Since artists are often poorly placed to negotiate a better deal (for the reasons already discussed), the current system perpetuates the status quo, with creators obliged to sign over their rights in order to get the visibility and access that are so often the keys to success. By putting works back up for grabs after 25 years, the proposed system would reduce the concentration of rights and facilitate the emergence of new platforms that could offer creators a better deal.
My reimagining has some commonalities with the idea of the 'paid public domain' (known in France as a domaine public payant, and Germany as Urhebernachfolgevergütung). As first mooted by Victor Hugo in 1878, the concept would have seen works become the property of the nation immediately upon the author's death, subject to a fee being paid for their exploitation in perpetuity. Revenue would go to direct heirs during their lifetimes, then to a general fund to support emerging authors. 107 Variations on the concept have since been adopted in a number of countries: some require payments to be made in perpetuity while others are limited in time; some attract remuneration for commercial uses only; fees can be flat percentages of revenue, lump sums, or determined by an independent body; some apply only to certain classes of works. Rights may belong to the state, authors' societies or unions. Some require prior permission, while others allow any use upon payment of a fee. 108 The author-right scheme envisaged in this work achieves many of the social and cultural advantages sought by paid public domain schemes while minimising their detriments. By operating on an opt-in basis instead of capturing every work by default, it would enable the public to obtain the full benefit of works that are worth less to authors than the nominal cost of registration. Combined with ongoing renewal requirements, it would enliven rather than stultify the public domain. Further, by allocating the rewards to specific authors rather than a general pool for reallocation, it avoids criticisms that have been made of some paid public domains: that they give the state too much control over culture 109 or that the revenues are 'just another tax'.
It would technically be possible to adapt elements of this proposal into an authors' reversion scheme which would still do a better job than our existing approach (by at least securing more of copyright's above-incentive rewards to creators) while being compliant with international law. However, such a compromise would do little to reduce the extraordinary societal loss that arises from the automatic locking away of our cultural heritage regardless of authors' continued interest in their works. And even this far-from-optimal solution would be politically infeasible in practice. Despite growing evidence that existing terms are actively counterproductive to what we want to achieve, there is persistent political pressure to extend them still further. 112 The powerful intermediaries who benefit most from existing frameworks and engage in constant rent-seeking to expand the rights of owners would fight ferociously against any proposal to allocate more rights to authors.
In recognition of this intractable practical problem, Landes and Posner have proposed a system of 'indefinitely renewable' copyright.
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It would permit those right holders who indicate continued interest in their works to renew them ad infinitum. They argue that this would reduce the rent-seeking which occurs when still-valuable works near their expiry of protection, and at least cause those unwanted or less valued works to enter the public domain.
114 Such a system would do little to incentivise the production of additional works (for the reasons discussed at the beginning of this paper). And it would do little to recognise or reward the author's creative contributions, since the benefits would go to those who owned the works at the time of renewal. In fact, it would perpetuate the problem of copyright's rewards being co-opted by entrepreneurs or investors rather than creators or their heirs. But the proposal is nonetheless attractive, despite being unjustifiable on any recognised rationale for protection, because it would at least unlock a great deal of the culture that is cumulatively valuable to society despite being of no further interest to its owners. This kind of deal is perhaps the best we could hope for given current legal and political realities.
